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ABSTRACT 
This research explores the relationship between the state science standards, the state's 
11 
assessment system (WKCE), and what teachers report they are teaching in the science classroom; 
their enacted curriculum. The research uses two types of data, the Surveys of Enacted 
Curriculum (SEC) and the WKCE disaggregated data for science. By combining the SEC data 
with the large-scale science student assessment data analysis, relationships emerge and results in 
a statewide picture of what and how students are leaning science. Further, the analysis provides 
information to support decisions at the state level, highlight needed adjustments to the science 
education system, and indicate how well students are learning the state's science education 
standards. 
Of note, this research mayor may not be generalizable to all science classrooms in this 
state because the SEC data is from a sample population of teachers who teach science. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Scientific Literacy 
"Change is one of the most consistent factors of modern society" (Lee, 2002, p. 3). 
Because of this, Americans are recognizing that the United States educational system must do 
more to prepare students to succeed in the rapidly changing 21 st century. "Skills such as global 
literacy, problem solving, innovation and creativity have become critical in today's increasingly 
interconnected workforce and society" (Partnership for 21 st Century Skills, 2007). 
Educating students has no higher purpose than to provide them with a solid foundation 
that prepares them for the 21 st century and allows them to understand and comprehend the 
natural world. Science education does this by playing an integral role in developing the 21 st 
century skills of global literacy, problem solving, and innovation and creativity in students. It 
prepares students to be independent thinkers, helps build their capacity to make informed 
decisions, and be productive citizens. It provides the essential knowledge and skills necessary for 
students to become scientifically literate. 
Science addresses the fundamental human trait of curiosity; the need or desire to know. 
Educating students in science provides students with ways to interpret what they see in the 
natural world and helps to satisfy their curiosity (National Research Council, 1995). It provides a 
means for understanding that world, the vehicle for interpreting it, and a way to incorporate that 
understanding into their everyday lives. Studying science validates and satisfies students' 
curiosities, provides answers to many of their questions, and helps them become scientifically 
literate. 
Educating all students about science is important because everyone needs to be educated 
to be able to make informed decisions each day. Everyone needs to have the ability to make 
choices about their current and future life events and those choices should be based on 
information learned in science. No distinction should be made between those who can learn 
science and those who can't (Lee, 2002). 
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Project 2061, a project of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, has 
engaged in a national agenda that states that all Americans should become scientifically literate 
by the year 2061. "America's future - its ability to create a truly just society, to sustain its 
economic vitality, and to remain secure - depends more than ever on the character and quality of 
the education that the nation provides for all of its children" (AAAS, 1990, p. xiii). Determining 
progress toward Project 2061' s goal of scientific literacy is not an easy task and will require the 
continuous assessment of Americans' scientific literacy. 
Assessments have multiple purposes; they are the primary feedback mechanisms to 
teachers and students. They inform policy at the state and national level, and can monitor 
educational progress and improvement. They allow the public to know what the students are 
learning in a particular subject and, specifically in science, assessments help to determine the 
scientific literacy of students. Through assessments, information on how well students are 
achieving science concepts is understood. The findings from this information helps to determine 
what opportunities are available to students to learn science and to make adjustments to those 
opportunities as needed. 
Assessment practices are generally thought of in two categories; formative and 
summative. Formative assessment is commonly associated with district and classroom activities 
which are ongoing and measure student progress over a period of time. Teachers engage in these 
activities because the activities assist them with making judgments about what students are 
learning in the classroom in science. Formative activities can lead to summative results such as 
giving students grades. 
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Summative assessment is cumulative in nature and helps determine if students have met 
the goals of a particular unit of instruction or course and are typically associated with student 
outcomes. Large-scale state and national assessments are summative. The National Assessment 
of Education Progress (NAEP), congressionally mandated, measures student science 
achievement nationally, state-by-state, and across urban school districts. The NAEP shows trends 
in student achievement by using its own set of benchmarks and criteria for measuring this 
achievement. The information from NAEP shows progress toward achieving scientific literacy 
(NAEP, 2007). 
States also engage in summative assessment activities. The national No Child Left 
Behind Act of 200 1 (NCLB) legislated that states must assess science to determine scientific 
literacy. NCLB established the framework for each state's summative science assessment by 
mandating each state to establish the criteria for measuring student progress in science. Many 
states have taken this mandate one step further and have seen this as an opportunity to find out 
about what their students are learning in science and how they are learning the science based on 
the state's developed criteria; Wisconsin is one of those states. 
Statement of Problem 
Wisconsin's Model Academic Standards for Science was enacted into state law (DPI, 
1998). Those standards serve as the basis for curriculum, instruction, and assessment in science 
statewide. They represent the body of knowledge that students must know, understand, and be 
able to do. Each school district has adopted or adapted the science standards as the basis for their 
science curriculum program. 
For the past twelve years, Wisconsin's Department of Public Instruction (DPI) has been 
legislated, by both state and federal legislation, to assess the knowledge students have, in grades 
four, eight, and ten, based on the state science standards. This statewide assessment is known as 
the Wisconsin Knowledge and Concepts Examination (WKCE). Seven years of WKCE data in 
science will be used for this study. 
Ideally, the data and analysis of this WKCE data should serve as the basis for curricular 
decisions both at the state level and local level. Wisconsin's science assessment should also be 
the primary feedback mechanism for the state's science education system. This feedback can 
provide information to supp0l1 decisions at the state level and highlight needed adjustments to 
the science education system. The analyzed data can inform the discourse about how well 
students are achieving the state's science education standards (NRC, 2006). 
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While many districts in the state do analyze their WKCE data to inform their science 
curricular decisions, the state does not. The information about what students know in science has 
never been analyzed for trends in student achievement and proficiencies at the state level. State-
level decisions are made without the benefit of science data analysis and information from that 
analysis. Yearly statewide science data is simply published. Discourse about the student science 
data is nonexistent. 
DPI has been involved in the Surveys of Enacted Curriculum (SEC) for the past five 
years. SEC is a research tool developed by the Council of Chief State School Officers and the 
Wisconsin Center for Education Research (WCER) and provides statewide aggregated, visual 
data about what teachers of science report is being taught in science in grades K-12; the enacted 
curriculum. This data is rich and has never been analyzed because it is new data. It has potential 
to show the relationship between the state science standards, the state's assessment system 
(WKCE), and what teachers report they are teaching in the science classroom. 
Purpose of the Study 
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This WKCE science assessment data is readily available through DPI's website. Using 
analysis techniques described in Using Data/Getting Results and DPI's own techniques, seven 
years of science (WKCE) data will analyzed to show student assessment result trends and data 
patterns. This data will be compared to the SEC teacher data to determine ifthere a relationship 
between students demonstrated knowledge and the enacted curriculum using methods developed 
by the SEC project experts. 
Research Objectives 
It is expected that the data analysis of both the large-scale science assessment data and 
the SEC data will provide a clearer picture of what students are learning in science (WKCE) and 
how they are learning it (SEC). It is further expected that this picture formed from the data 
research activities will provide a conduit for state-level discourse about science education and 
student learning in science education. 
Assumptions of the Study 
It is assumed that Wisconsin's WKCE assessment data will reveal what the students are 
learning in science, based on the state science assessment data that is available for grades four, 
eight, and ten. This study is predicated on the idea that even large-scale assessments provide 
information about what students are learning. The SEC data is data gathered from teachers of 
science completing an electronic survey. The information gleaned from these surveys represent 
what teachers report they are actually doing (teaching) in their science classrooms. It is also 
assumed that the two types of unrelated data will provide a picture of what students are learning 
in science and will provide a picture of how this science is being learned in classrooms in the 
state. 
Definition of Terms 
Large-scale assessments. Assessing the student knowledge of a large number of students 
at the same time and often associated with statewide assessments. 
Enacted curriculum. What teachers report is happening in their classroom during the act 
of taking the Surveys of Enacted Curriculum. (WCER, 2000). 
Surveys of Enacted Curriculum. Data analysis tools for examining the content of 
local mathematics, science and English Language Arts (K-12) curriculum. 
WKCE. Wisconsin's Knowledge and Concepts Examination are standardized tests and 
are designed to measure Wisconsin academic standards. The WKCE measures achievement in 
reading, language applications, mathematics, science, and social studies using multiple-choice 
and short-answer questions. 
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Wisconsin's Model Academic Standardsfor Science. The standards specify what students 
should know and be able to do, what they might be asked to do to give evidence of standards, 
and how well they must perform. They include content and performance standards. Content 
standards refer to what students should know and be able to do. Performance standards tell how 
students will show that they are meeting a standard. 
Wisconsin's Assessment Framework for Science. The framework was derived from 
Wisconsin's Model Academic Standards for Science and designed to provide clarity and specificity to 
the standards and to provide greater details about what will be assessed on the WKCE for science. 
Black students. A term specifically defined by the WKCE assessments and means Africian 
American students in Wisconsin. 
Proficiency levels. The aggregation of data on the WKCE from proficient plus advanced 
proficient assessment scores. 
SP I Standards performance indicator for the science content standards as measured by the 
state assessments in science. 
Limitations of the Study 
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The state's WKCE for science is administered only once per school year and the validity 
and reliability of this type of assessment is sometimes questioned. Wisconsin's Model Academic 
Standards for Science and the science assessment framework aggregate science content into one 
representation of the science for grades kindergarten through four, grades five through eight and 
grades nine through twelve. The SEC work relies on teachers being willing to answer a series of 
questions about their teaching practice, content and concepts their students are learning, and their 
pedagogical practices. And, the SEC data mayor may not be representative of all science 
classrooms in Wisconsin. Finally, the methodology used in this study will not use any type of 
statistical analysis but rather data interpretation strategies developed by the Wisconsin Center for 
Education Research (Smithson, 2006). 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 
Large-scale assessment activities in education are conducted on students, parents, 
teachers, and education systems. Examples of large-scale assessments range from National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) to Trends in International Mathematics and Science 
Study (TIMSS). NAEP, often referred to as the nation's report card, was originally mandated by 
Congress and designed to determine what students in the United States are learning. NAEP 
assesses what students should know and are able to do in the content areas of reading, 
mathematics, science, ali, civics, social studies, geography, writing, and U. S. history. NAEP 
assessments are administered uniformly using the same sets of test booklets across the nation, 
and NAEP results serve as a common metric for all states and selected urban districts. Because of 
this, NAEP provides the nation a clear picture of student academic progress over time with data 
being reported at both the national and state level (NAEP, 2008). 
The TIMSS large-scale assessment is an international comparison of what students know 
in mathematics and science and has been conducted several times in the past. Data from each of 
the studies have prompted much discussion and debate about the findings and the ranking of the 
United States in mathematics and science. The TIMMS study is similar to NAEP in that students 
from around the world are asked to answer the same questions about mathematics and science 
content. Additionally, TIMSS examines teaching practices and support systems for learning in 
each of the participating nations and reports findings, but does not make jUdgments about those 
findings (TIMSS, 2008). 
Another large-scale assessment example comes from Seitsinger, Feiner, Brand, and 
Burns. (2008), where they conducted a large-scale examination of teacher practices used to 
engage parents. The study examined teacher-parent contact practices and structure by examining 
data from cohorts of schools and teachers involved in comprehensive school reform. The study 
found that it was possible to examine the relationship of teacher-parent contacts and school 
reform activities. There was a significant relationship between contacts and student academic 
adjustment and achievement. 
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Each of the fifty states in the United States conducts large-scale assessments to determine 
the degree to which students are learning in specific content areas. The content areas assessed 
vary from state to state. Since the reauthorization in 2001 of the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act, known as the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act, states have been required to 
assess their students in reading, mathematics, and science. As a result, all states must develop 
large-scale assessments for those content areas. Accountability.is a large part ofNCLB and 
states, through their state education agencies, must determine if districts and schools are making 
progress toward the goal of all students becoming proficient by the year 2014 (Kimmelman, 
2006). 
Responding to NCLB, the National Research Council (NRC) and the National Science 
Foundation (NSF) published Systems for State Science Assessment in 2006. This publication was 
developed as a guide for states developing large-scale science assessments in response to the 
requirements ofNCLB. Before 2002 and NCLB, states generally were not assessing students in 
science; Wisconsin was one exception. 
The NRC (2006) in their Systems for State Science Assessment publication stressed the 
importance of coherence among the standards and assessments, and meeting accepted 
professional standards for validity, reliability, and fairness. NRC further suggested in the same 
publication that the NCLB required reports be given in ways that are "diagnostic, interpretive, 
and descriptive" so that the results are informative to parents and others in the general 
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community (Wilson & Bertenthal, Eds., 2006). The reports provide evidence of student learning 
in science to all stakeholders. 
Specifically, the large-scale assessment of science for Wisconsin takes place annually in 
the fall. Students in grades four, eight, and ten are required by NeLB to participate according to 
the 2001 No Child Left Behind Act. Results of this assessment are provided to districts in the 
spring of each year and are used for determining some aspects of the adequate yearly progress 
activities required by federal legislation (DPI, 2008). 
With the increased use of large-scale assessment activities, the opportunity to learn the 
content became important. In one particular court case involving the State of Florida and a 
student, it was found that the student was not given the opportunity to learn the content being 
assessed. This court decision has impacted large-scale assessments and specifically for science 
this means that students must become scientifically literate. 
NeLB explains that all students must be given the opportunity to learn to the "maximum 
extent possible" (Wilson, 2006). This, in general, is the foundation for fairness and validity of 
the assessment results. Students must be assessed on the content they are learning, thus the need 
for state standards. The standards inform all of the assessment content. The assessment must be 
free from bias and accessible to most students in the state including students with specific 
disabilities and English language learners. NeLB (2002) asks each state to provide certain 
student populations appropriate accommodations as specified on the student individualized 
education plan, and that the assessment be translated for non-English speakers. Each question on 
the large-scale assessment must be free from bias in content, gender, and sometimes formatting 
of actual assessment questions (Wilson, 2006). 
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In Wisconsin, large-scale student assessment activities began in 1975 with the Wisconsin 
Pupil Assessment Program. "The assessments were administered in order to measure pupil 
achievement in specific skill areas using examinations with objective-and-norm-referenced 
interpretations" (DPI, 2008). From 1984-92, the Competency-Based Testing Program (CBT) was 
administered. These were objective-referenced, curriculum-based examinations at grades 3 
through 12 to determine minimal standards for student attainment in reading, language atts, and 
mathematics with district participation being voluntary. 
In 1991, Act 269 of the Wisconsin Legislature repealed the CBT program testing 
requirement. The legislative requirement established that school districts must administer 
knowledge-and-concepts examinations in the eighth and tenth grades beginning in 1993-94, and 
in the fourth grade beginning in 1996-97. These assessments were designed to measure pupil 
knowledge and skills in reading, language arts, mathematics, science, social studies, and writing, 
collectively known as the Wisconsin Knowledge and Concepts Examinations (WKCE). 
Today, the Wisconsin student assessment system, WKCE is governed by both state and 
federal legislation specifically in reading mathematics, and science. Both pieces of legislation, 
NCLB and Wisconsin Act § 269, have caused the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction to 
develop state standards and assessment frameworks in each content area (DPI, 2008). These 
documents are the foundational pieces for WKCE because they provide the public with 
information about how and on what students will be assessed (Lee, 2006). They also provide the 
parameters for developing assessment items and guide the test developers when developing new 
assessment items. 
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Chapter III: Methodology 
Students in grades four, eight, and ten, in Wisconsin have been assessed in science since 
the 1993-94 school year with the implementation of Wisconsin Act 269 (DPI, 2008). Data from 
these assessments are rich and readily available through the Department of Public Instruction's 
(DP!) website. This study will include an analysis of this data to determine specific trends in 
student science learning and achievement. Then, the study will turn to the Surveys of Enacted 
Curriculum's (SEC) statewide data on what teachers of science report they are teaching in their 
classrooms, the enacted science curriculum. Correlating the assessment data results to the 
enacted teaching data will provide an overall picture of teaching and learning in science. 
Subject and Data Selection 
Seven years of data from students taking Wisconsin's state science assessment will be 
used in this study. The assessment itself is a criterion-referenced test and commonly known as 
WKCE-CRT for Science. It is a measure of student mastery of Wisconsin content standards and 
express results in terms of four student proficiency categories; minimal performance, basic, 
proficient, and advanced (DPI, 2008). Each proficiency category, or level, is accompanied by 
descriptors and scale scores. Student science achievement data is disaggregated by subgroups 
based on gender, race and ethnicity, economic status, English proficiency, and migrant status 
(DPI, 2008). The science assessment results are reported by specific categories that are derived 
from Wisconsin's Model Academic Standards for Science (Lee, 2006). The data is aggregated 
into statewide results and available through DPI's Wisconsin Information Network for 
Successful Schools (WINSS) data pOlial. 
SEC data is also readily available for this study. The data, from teachers teaching science 
in Wisconsin, describes what they report they are teaching in grades four, eight, and ten. 
Teachers describe how their students are learning the conten t through student cogn ition 
activ iti es. 
Data Collection Procedures 
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The student sc ience assessment data will first be retrieved from DI' I' WINSS data pOital 
at http://dpLwLgov/sig/index .htmI. Th is study will also use data that was developed by this 
researcher and othe,'s fo,' va ri ous presentations about assessment in Wisconsin . The SEC data 
wi ll be retrieved from the SEC webs ite at www.seconline.org and wi ll be statewide aggregated 
data from teachers of science who have taken the EC survey as participa nts in the many 
Wisconsin SEC projects. 
Data Analysis 
The WKCE science assessment activities will be a specia lized histori cal study and wil l 
include all students who took the WKCE for each yea r of thi s study. The research will include a 
quantitat ive analysis of the state's large-sca le science assessment data and will be conducted in 
mu ltiple steps. A cohort of students wi ll be tracked (a ll statewide student data) from grade foUl' 
to grade eight to grade ten to determine how well the students in thi s cohort are performing as the 
students move fro m grade to grade. Thi s data is di aggregated into mUltiple student subgroups 
and the student achievement and performance for each subgroup will be independently 
eva luated. Thi s will be repeated for each potentia l cohort of students . 
Al l grade four, grade eight, and, grade ten , profic iency level data for the past seven years 
will be apprai ed for patterns and trends wi thin each grade and over the life of the state 
assessments. These patterns and trends will be formed fro m both the aggregated and 
disaggregated student data and from the sc ience reporting categories of the state's model 
academic standards for sc ience. The report ing categories are specified in the sc ience assessment 
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framework and consist of the nature of science, science inquiry, life science, earth and space 
science, physical science, science in socials and personal perspectives. Crosswalk tables 
developed by DPI, that show relationships between scale scores on the Fall 2004 WKCE and the 
Fall 2005 WKCE-CRT using state percentiles will be used in this portion of the research because 
of the changes in the state assessment system (DPI, 2008). 
Additionally, visual data about what teachers of science report is being taught in science 
in grades K-12, the enacted curriculum will be used in the second part of this research. This data 
is rich with information about what is happening in the typical science classroom. This data has 
been previously analyzed by WCER for the SEC visual enacted curriculum teaching displays. 
"In each case, the resulting descriptions of curricular content are arrayed into a matrix format, 
with topics organized into rows and expectations organized into columns. Each cell of the matrix 
receives a number representing the proportion of the overall content description represented by 
the cell of the matrix" and are known as the SEC visual displays (Porter & Smithson, 2002). 
Descriptions of instructional content for science are represented by the instructional time a 
science teacher spent on content and are also part of the visual information. Finally, a triangular 
comparison will be made from the science assessment data and the SEC teacher data and a causal 
inference will be developed about teachers teaching science and students learning science. 
Summary 
This research has the potential to identify the relationships between the state science 
standards, the state's assessment system (WKCE), and what teachers report they are teaching in 
the science classroom. Combining the SEC data with the large-scale science assessment data 
analysis may result in a statewide picture of what and how students are leaning science. Further, 
it is hoped that the analysis will provide information to support decisions at the state level and 
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highlight needed adjustments to the science education system and how well students are learning 
the state's science education standards. 
Limitations of the Study 
Both the large-scale science student assessment data and the SEC teacher data represent 
information about student achievement and science classroom activities at a single given moment 
because WKCE is only given once in each school year. The state standards and assessment 
framework represent aggregated science content that students should know. The SEC is self-
reported data. This data mayor may not be accurate and not reflective of how students are 
learning science and teachers are teaching that science. Prudent and careful analysis of all data is 
integral to this study because the SEC data may not be generalizable. 
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Chapter IV: Results 
Educating students to become scientifically literate is one hallmark of education in the 
United States, and specifically mandated by the NCLB act. Wisconsin's assessment system 
includes WKCE science assessment scores in the state's calculations for determining schools and 
districts identified for improvement (DPI, 2009). This entire assessment system is based on the 
state science standards where the state has defined what students should know and be able to do 
in science in order to become scientifically literate and a productive citizen. 
Little statewide information is known about how well students are learning science 
because only one measure of student achievement exists; WKCE, and little attention has been 
given to those results. This study hopes to change this situation by taking a careful look at the 
statewide science assessment data and determining trends and patterns in that data. Then by 
comparing that data to what is known about classroom science teaching from the SEC data, it is 
hoped that a picture of what and how students are learning science will emerge. Specifically, this 
study will be broken into three separate sections; WKCE analysis found in part one and SEC data 
analysis in part two. The first two sets of data will then be correlated to determine what and how 
students are learning science in grades kindergarten through grade twelve. 
Part One WKCE Item Analysis Questions: 
1. How has a cohort of students performed on the WKCE science assessment? 
2. How have the various student subgroups as defined by WKCE performed on the science 
WKCE? 
3. How have the students, grades four, eight, and ten performed on the science reporting 
categories that were taken from the state's science standards on the WKCE? 
4. Is there a difference in reporting category performances of the student subgroups on 
WKCE? 
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5. Have the student overall proficiency scores for grades four, eight, and ten improved in the 
seven years of data for this study from the WKC's science assessment? 
Part Two SEC Questions: 
1. What is the relationship between the state science standards, the state assessment 
framework for science, and science WKCE? 
2. What do teachers report they are teaching in their science classrooms? 
3. What do the standards recommend be taught in the science classroom? 
Part Three Correlational Question: 
1. What is the relationship, if any, between what is being taught (enacted curriculum) and 
what should be taught (state standards and state assessment framework) in science 
classrooms? 
Item Analysis 
The answers to part one questions of this study will, in part, rely on the statistical validity 
and reliability of the research conducted on Wisconsin's state assessment system by CTB 
McGraw-Hill.(DPI, 2004). WKCE science has changed from a large-scale shelf assessment 
provided by CTB McGraw-Hill to a customized assessment based on the state's science 
standards. In 1997-98 the state began to use four categories in science to determine student 
proficiencies. Those proficiencies are advanced, proficient, basic, and minimal performance. 
When the assessment changed to the current customized system, CTB McGraw Hill provided the 
research necessary to correlate the non-customized assessment to the customized assessment and 
the proficiency levels have remained consistent from 2002 through 2008. Throughout the study, 
student score information will be an aggregate of proficient and advanced proficient levels and 
about all students assessed on the science WKCE. The typical student population sample is over 
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65,000; with student subgroups being smaller. Student subgroups presented in this item analysis 
were defined by Wisconsin's state assessment system, and have specific criteria associated with 
each group and defined by state and federal statutes. 
Item Analysis Question One, Part One. This question asks about students who have 
taken the science assessment in grade four, eight, and ten consecutively. Wisconsin's first cohort 
of students was in the fourth grade in 2002 and tenth graders in 2008. The science assessment 
data is available for those students and shows a decline in science proficiency from grade four to 
grade ten (WINSS, 2008). This decline is consistent with national science education trends as 
exampled by the NAEP assessments (NAEP, 2009). The student subgroup data for this cohort 
shows a similar decline is student science proficiency levels. 
Item Analysis Question Two, Part One. This question is about disaggregating student 
data into the various subgroups reported on the WKCE science assessment. This data 
information is lengthy and for purpose of this research, years 2003,2005, and last year's data for 
2008, for grades four, eight, and ten were analyzed and summary results presented next. 
There is a significant difference between proficiency levels for students who are 
categorized on WKCE as disabled and students not disabled for all three grades. As shown in 
Table 1, Students who fall in the economically disadvantaged status category are not as 
proficient as their counterparts who are considered not economically disadvantaged. 
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Table 1 
WKCE Performance Levels - Economic Status, Grades Four, Eight, and Ten Averages 
Economically disadvantaged Not disadvantaged 
4 8 10 4 8 10 
2003 64 43 44 88 83 
2005 60 52 44 87 83 78 
2008 59 55 48 85 85 80 
Average 61 50 45 87 84 79 
Note: The values represent proficiency percentages of proficient and advanced proficient students. 
English language learners (Ell) when compared to English proficient students are not 
nearly as proficient; with the gap increasing from grade four to eight to grade 10 as indicated in 
Table 2. There is a similar decline in the grade four English proficient and the Ell students and a 
similar increase in proficiencies for grade eight. 
Table 2 
WKCE Performance Levels -English Pro{iciencies, Grades Four, Eight, and Ten Averages 
English Language Learners English Proficient 
4 8 10 4 8 10 
2003 51 42 19 82 71 71 
2005 46 34 21 80 75 72 
2008 52 20 27 76 77 72 
Average 49 32 22 77 74 72 
Note: The values represent proficiency percentages of proficient and advanced proficient students. 
All ethnic groups have significantly fewer proficient students than students who are of 
white ethnicity. Black students in grade four are the least proficient, with their proficiencies 
declining from 2003 to 2008. White students scored an average of 80% proficient and black 
students are 45% proficient. Hispanic students have only a slightly higher proficiency level 
at48%. Students of Asian or Pacific Island origin showed an average of 68% proficiency, with 
American Indian students being an average of 69% proficient in grade four from 2003 to 2008. 
Of note, black student proficiency levels declined from 2003 to 2008. 
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Students of black and Hispanic ethnicity have shown an increase in proficiency levels 
from 2003 to 2008 in grade eight. American Indian and Asian and Pacific Island students have 
increased in proficiency levels. Students of white ethnicity have shown little change in their 
proficiency level. There is an average proficiency level gap of 46% between black and white 
students; Hispanic students are an average of 35% less proficient then white students in the same 
grade. 
Grade ten white students have an average proficiency level of 85%; black students are 
only at an average of25% proficient. Asian and Pacific Island students have shown a decline in 
proficiencies from 54% proficient in 2003 to 43% proficient in 2008. Hispanic students had a 
similar decline in proficiency levels from 2003 through 2008 in grade ten over the same period 
of time. 
Males and females proficiency levels for grade four are almost identical in 2008 and 
identical in 2003 and 2005. Little differences in proficiency levels exist between males and 
females, grade eight and grade ten from 2003 to 2008 as shown on Table 3. 
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Table 3 
WKCE Performance Levels -Gender Proficiencies, Grades Four, Eight, and Ten Averages 
Males Females 
4 8 10 4 8 10 
2003 81 70 71 81 69 69 
2005 78 73 72 78 73 68 
2008 74 74 71 76 75 70 
Average 78 72 71 78 72 69 
Note: The values represent proficiency percentages of proficient and advanced proficient students. 
Item Analysis Question Three, Part One. Student performance on the WKCE science 
standards, (WKCE Standards Performance Index - SPI) which were defined by Wisconsin's 
Model Academic Standards for Science is the central question for number three. Data (WINSS, 
2008) for students in grade four over the life of WKCE show mixed patterns and trends in 
student performance. Science Inquiry shows a decline in proficiency scores from 2002 through 
2008; in 2002 the proficiency level was 70.6% and in 2008, 68.6% percent. Proficiency levels 
have steadily increased for both life and environmental science and earth and space science, with 
almost a 10% gain from 2008 through 2008 for both standards. Students have shown only 
modest gains in physical science of approximately3%. Overall trends for each standard repOlting 
category indicate a fluctuation in proficiency levels from year to year. 
Student proficiency levels for the SPI for grade eight show a definite and steady increase 
in science inquiry from 2002 through 2008; students became 10% more proficient. The 
proficiency levels for life and environmental science are erratic, and show no progress trends 
with a probable overall decline in achievement. Student proficiencies for physical science 
jumped from 54% in 2006 to 74.9% in 2007; in 2008 the proficiency level was 74%. Earth and 
space science student proficiencies also varied from year to year; but over the seven years of 
WKCE data for this study, students became more proficient. 
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Grade ten student data is similar to grades four and eight. Science inquiry student 
proficiencies have declined by almost 3% over the life of WKCE with a peak observed in 2006. 
Student proficiencies for physical science show fluctuation, one year the proficiency levels are 
higher, the next lower; the students have decreased in proficiency by approximately eight 
percent. Students at the tenth grade are only fifty eight percent proficient in life and 
environmental science SPI; fluctuations in the data occur from year to year. The SPI for earth 
and space science has shown a slight increase from 2002 through 2008 from 56.2% to 62.6%. 
Item Analysis Question Four, Part One. The answers to this question deal with the 
disaggregation of the SPI information. Grade four data trends and patterns are similar for each 
student population group, as one increased their proficiencies, the other student populations also 
increase in their proficiency; it is also true for decreases in student proficiency levels. Grade 
eight and grade ten SPI proficiency level patterns are identical to grade four. 
Item Analysis Question Five, Part 1. This item analysis section asks about the 
improvement of student proficiency levels over the seven years of data being examined in this 
study. The answer to question will be addressed by first examining the data within the each 
grade, at four, eight, and ten. The data will then be compared from grade to grade to grade for 
patterns and trends in both the SPI and ethnicity. 
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Student performance level data for grade four from 2002 through 2008 shows an overall 
decline in proficiency of about 1.5%. In other words, student achievement gains in the WKCE 
science have been nonexistant. This is also true for grades eight and ten. 
Data patterns across the grades, grade four to grade eight to grade ten, show that student 
proficiency levels are highest at grade four at an average of76% proficient and decline from 
grade eight to grade ten. Grade ten student proficiencies are at a 70% proficiency level. 
Student ethnic populations for grades four, eight, and grade ten, as expected, show 
identical patterns and trends as stated in the overall state science achievement data above. 
Significant proficiency gaps exist among the student ethnic group scores. Within the grades 
(four, eight, and ten) and between the grades, white students outperform all other ethnic 
populations and the greatest gap exists between white and black student populations with the 
most significant gap at grade ten. 
SPI's are inconsistent from year to year and grade to grade. Science inquiry showed a 
decline within each grade and from grade to grade, but other SPI's did not have this same 
pattern. In some cases, and SPI would increase from grade four to grade eight to grade ten and 
then the next SPI would show decreases in student achievement. In general, there is a decline in 
the each SPI from grade four to grade ten, which is similar to the overall student achievement 
data found above. 
Finally, the item analysis asks ifthere has been an increase in student proficiency levels 
over the seven years of WKCE science data used in this study. In 2002, of the 62,390, 77% of 
the grade four students scored proficient and above. In 2008, 75% of the fourth grade students 
were proficient. This is a slight decline in proficiency scores. From 2002 to 2008 grade eight 
scores have increased by less than 1 %. Grade ten student proficiencies have shown a similar 
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pattern. In 2002, of the 71, 678 who took WKCE science, 69% were proficient and above. And, 
in 2008 of the 68,702 students, 71 % were proficient and above. 
Part 2 Item Analysis Questions. These questions, in general, deal with the SEC research 
analysis of what teachers convey about the science content being taught, the state's standards, 
assessment framework, and WCKE; student achievement. Through the work of Porter and 
Smithson an alignment index was created to illustrate this relationship (Porter, 2002). The 
alignment index is a statistical number derived from a mathematical formula found in Figure 1. 
Several factors are important when calculating the alignment index with the most significant 
being presented next. The first is that the science standards and various form of science WKCE 
were analyzed and coded to conform to the common language convention developed by Porter 
and Smithson (Porter, 2002). That common language included both the science content 
descriptors found on the right side of Figure 2 and the student cognitive demands listed across 
the bottom of the figure. Second, teacher survey questions also used that common language. 
Because of this, a meaningful index of alignment can be built from the formula. The results of 
that alignment are central to the information presented with the data and will be used throughout 
Part 2 and shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 1: Alignment Index Formula 
Alignment Index = 1 - LIX - YI 
2 
Note: The alignment index for figure 2 was calculated using the above formula. 
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It might be assumed that since, by law, that all WKCE science assessments must be 
developed from the state's science standards that the relationship would be obvious; however, 
that is not entirely the case. DPI developed a science assessment framework that was derived 
from the standards; whose purpose was provide the details of what students should know and 
assessed on WKCE, so with the SEC tool that relationship is determined and presented next. 
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Item Analysis Question One, Part 2. This question explores SEC data alignment 
between the science standards, the science assessment framework, and WKCE science. The 
alignment information is the alignment index found in each of the comparisons and retrieved the 
SEC data site. In grade 4, there is a 0.56 alignment (alignment index) between the science 
standards and the assessment framework and a 0.36 alignment between the assessment 
framework and the 2007 WKCE science. In verbal communication with Smithsonian, 0.56 is 
excellent alignment, and a 0.36 alignment is average (Smithsonian, 2008). The grade eight 
alignment index is 0.46 between the state science standards and the assessment framework, and 
.31 alignment between the 2007 WKCE science assessment and the assessment framework. 
Grade ten data is different. The alignment between the assessment framework and the grade 
twelve standards is 0.46, while the alignment between grade ten WKCE and the assessment 
framework is 0.26. 
Item Analysis Question Two, Part 2. This asks about what science teachers 
participating in the SEC report they are teaching in this state. For this question, only teacher 
survey data from grades four, eight, and ten will be examined. Teachers were asked to report 
about their instructional time, percent of time spent on a science topic in the school years, and 
report how they were teaching the content to their students, student cognitive demand. Their 
answers were then analyzed by through SEC statistical work, and reported in instructional 
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activities and cognitive demand percent of time matrix and illustrated in Figure 2; the results are 
presented next. 
Grade four teachers spend time teaching their students about 3% of their school year 
teaching about the nature of science, science and technology, and health by asking students to 
perform procedures, communicate understandings, and analyze information. They reported they 
spend approximately 5% on measurement and calculations at the same cognitive levels just 
reported. Almost 10% of their time was spent on ecology asking students to memorize facts. 
Time was spent on genetics at the analyze information and communicate understanding cognitive 
level and finally most other subjects in science were touched upon and all the students cognitive 
levels. 
Grade eight data included the nature of science, health, and human biology asking 
students to memorize facts, perform procedures, communicate and analyze information and 
apply concepts for about 3% of instructional time. Teachers reported that they spent almost 6% 
of their instructional time asking their students to make measurement and do calculations at the 
apply concepts cognitive level. Other classroom time was spent on propeliies of matter, Earth 
systems, astronomy, and meteorology at all cognitive levels. 
Grade ten data shows some emphasis in measurement and calculation at all student 
cognitive levels. Other than health, grade ten teachers reported teaching all content areas at all 
cognitive demand levels. In general everything was being taught at some point in the year and 
teachers were asking students to memorize facts, communicate about the science content, and 
analyze science concepts. 
Item Analysis Question Three, Part Two. Question three explores what the state 
science standards suggest should be taught in the grade four, grade eight, and grade ten science 
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classrooms and how students should learn that content. This information was developed through 
the SEC standards and assessment process known as content coding. Once the state science 
standards were content coded, a statistical analysis was done on the coded work to determine the 
percent of instructional time and students cognition represented in the standards. 
Grade four standards indicate that teachers should spend over 10% of their time in 
science teaching students to communicate about and apply the nature of science, health, and 
science and technology concepts. They should spend over 3% of instructional time on properties 
of matter at the analyze information and perform procedures cognitive level. They should spend 
approximately four percent of instructional time on animal biology, botany, and ecology at the 
communicate understanding cognitive demand level. Energy concepts should be covered (3% of 
instructional time), astronomy and meteorology should be covered at memorize and perform 
procedures cognitive level. 
Grade eight teachers should, according to the science assessment framework and 
standards, spend well over 10% of their instructional time on nature of science and science and 
technology concepts using communicate understandings and analyze information student 
cognitive levels. They should also teach about earth systems, reproduction, botany and 
astronomy using the same cognitive levels as above. They should emphasize ecology about 8% 
of the time by asking students to communicate about ecology. 
Grade twelve standards ask teachers to place emphasis on the nature of science, science 
and technology, and science, health and the environment over 10% of the time. They should ask 
their students to communicate understandings, analyze information, and apply those concepts as 
they are learning them. They should also teach about genetics at the perform procedures student 
cognitive level, teach their students about energy, and motion and forces at the apply concepts 
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cognitive level. Teachers should teach about the properties of matter, earth systems, and 
astronomy at the communicate understandings level. Their students should learn about chemical 
formulas and some organic chemistry two percent of time at the perform procedures and 
communicate understandings level. 
Item Analysis Question Part Three,Correlational Question. This is the final item 
analysis question and is about the grade by grade alignment between the science assessment 
framework and the enacted curriculum findings from the SEC data in this study. The work will 
rely on two factors; the alignment index for the grade, and the visual data clues found on each 
chart developed by ccsso and WCER data interpretation practices. While the alignment indeed 
is a statistically calculated number, the visual data clues are observational and can be subject to 
interpretation. The visual data represents the information about what time teachers report they 
spend on the science concepts found on the SEC list. They also indicate student cognitive 
activities associated with the science concepts. It should be noted, that this researcher has been 
trained in the proper use of SEC data by national experts, and for this presentation the SEC Self-
guided Tour of Data Charts, produced by WCER and ccsso will be referenced to provide 
assurance that the data observations are accurate (CCSSO, 2009). 
It was decided that the science assessment framework will be used for this alignment 
process and that a grade-by-grade analysis will be conducted. The assessment framework is 
DPI's response to the NCLB assessment requirements and was not developed for grade specific 
science content information but rather to provide the public, educators and parents alike, with 
information about what students should know about WKCE science. The framework is divided 
into three major sections, grade K though the end of grade three, grade four through the end of 
grade seven, and grade eight through grade nine. Therefore, the visual data clues are important 
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because they show both gaps and overlaps in the grade-by-grade science curriculum when 
compared to the science assessment framework. Data interpretation for this part will be presented 
in terms of the assessment framework for grades four, eight, and ten. 
Gradefour assessmentframeworks, Figure 3 - Contributing to the body of science 
knowledge represented in the grade four assessment frameworks is the enacted curriculum for 
grades two and three from this study. When compared to the grade four assessment frameworks, 
the enacted curriculum has an alignment index of 0.24, which indicates limited alignment. Grade 
three enacted curriculum has a higher alignment index of 0.35. Overall, the visual data 
observations support the alignment index indicators; and the visual data interpretations support 
the statistical index information. 
The visual data for both grades indicates that there is some redundancy in earth systems, 
measurement and calculations, and science, health and environment. Teachers are teaching 
something about all of the topics listed on the SEC data charts. Students are asked by teachers to 
memorize concepts, perform procedures, communicate understanding, and analyze information 
in their classrooms; which is consistent with assessment framework cognitive activities. Of 
special note is that grade two teachers indicate they are teaching electricity, and electricity is 
absent from the assessment framework. Most significant is the noticeable difference between 
what students will be assessed on in the nature of science and the lack of enacted curriculum 
indicators for this content area 
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Figure 3: Grades Two and 71?ree SEC Da/a 
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Grade eight assessment frameworks, Figure 4 - The enacted curricula in the study for 
grade four, five, six, and seven contribute to the knowledge students should know by the time 
they are ready to take the grade eight WKCE and found in the assessment framework. The 
alignment indices for these grades vary, beginning with 0.25 for grade four, 0.42 for grade five, 
0.39 for grade six and 0.36 for grade seven. This is an indicator of some mismatched alignment 
among the grades and the assessment framework and can best be explained through the visual 
data. 
Visual data patterns vary from grade to grade. Grade four has three strong areas of 
emphasis (over 6 percent of the instructional time) in science, health, and environment, ecology, 
and electricity at all student cognitive levels. Grade five shows a different data pattern. Some 
time, less than four percent, is spent memorizing and using measurements and calculations, some 
time is spent on biology, ecology, and energy at all student cognitive levels. Properties of matter 
and earth systems are also a part of the enacted classroom work; again at all cognitive levels. 
Grade six visual data is very similar to grade five with the addition of meteorology, and the 
nature of science. Grade seven's visual data indicates an emphasis, of almost four percent, in 
measurement and calculations. Some emphasis is placed on biology, both human and animal, and 
reproduction and development at all student cognitive levels. 
The science assessment framework suggests that teachers should spend over 10% of their 
teaching time on the nature of science, and science and technology at all student cognitive levels. 
The framework suggests students should spend time learning about components of living 
systems, ecology, energy, properties of matter, earth systems, and astronomy. 
When the enacted curriculum for each grade is compared to the next grade and to the 
science assessment framework, there are indications of repeated science concepts among the 
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grades. Ecology is one example and measurement and calculation is a second. And there are 
content gaps between the grades enacted curriculum and the assessment framework, specifically 
there is a gap between what is being taught about the nature of science and what the assessment 
framework indicates students should know. 
Figure 4: Grades Four through Seven SEC Data 
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Grade ten assessment frameworks, figure 5 - Grades eight and nine enacted curriculum 
indicate what students are learning on the grade ten assessment frameworks. Grade eight enacted 
curriculum data has an alignment index of 0.43 and grade nine has an index of 0.4. This 
illustrates good alignment. But the visual data shows exceptions. Measurement and calculations 
are emphasized over four percent of the time on both grades. Energy, motion and forces, 
properties of matter and earth systems are additional examples. Students are also asked to 
memorize elements on the periodic table and chemical formulas. 
The assessment framework places significant emphasis on the nature of science at all 
cognitive levels. Evolution, properties of matter, and chemical formulas and reactions are 
emphasized at communicate understanding student cognitive level. Some memorization about 
electricity is found on the assessment framework. 
When the science assessment framework is compared to the two grades of enacted 
curricula, differences emerge. The nature of science, components of living systems, genetics and 
evolution, and chemical formulas and reactions are not emphasized as the assessment framework 
indicates. Several concepts are repeated in both grade seven and grade eight; examples include 
elements and the periodic table, chemical formulas and reactions, energy, and measurement and 
calculations. 
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Figure 5: Grades Eight and Nine SEC Data 
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Chapter V: Discussion 
Educating students, the hallmark of our society, has been a part of the United States since 
almost its inception. The goal of this educational system has always been to become literate and 
productive in society. Wanting to know what and how well students are learning in this system 
has been an integral part of that history. Thus, large scale assessment systems have emerged and 
are guided by state and national standards. Modern large-scale assessments exist to determine 
how well students are doing in a particular content area. Examples of this come from the TIMSS 
study, the NAEP study, and the fifty state assessment systems. Guiding these assessments are 
both national standards and state standards which are also designed to provide direction about 
what students should learn in the typical classroom. 
Limitations of the Study: 
Specific limitations have existed throughout this study. WKCE is administered only one 
timer per year and often the validity and reliability of this assessment is questioned by teachers. 
Grades four and eight WKCE only have forty questions, grade ten has sixty. The SEC surveys 
are teacher dependent and are self-reported data and mayor may not be generalizable to all 
science classrooms in Wisconsin. Finally, the state science standards and assessment framework 
represented concepts students should know from kindergarten through grade four, grade five 
through grade eight and grade ten through twelve. 
Conclusions: 
This study has attempted to show the relationship of the state's large-scale science 
assessments (WKCE) system and its components, and what is being taught in the typical science 
classroom and illustrated in Figure 6. For the past ten years DPI has been assessing students in 
science in grades four, eight, and ten because of both federal and state legislation with the most 
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recent and significant legislation being the federal NCLB act. Because of changes to the WKCE, 
this study examined the past six of those ten years. 
This study found, first, that there is a significant achievement differences in the various 
ethnic groups reported on the WKCE science. All ethnic groups have lower proficiencies then 
their white counterparts. In patticular, there is almost a 60% achievement difference between 
grade ten white and grade ten black students. Black student proficiencies have declined from 
2002 to 2008. On another note, little proficiency differences exist between males and females on 
the WKCE science at all four tested grades. The study also looked at the SPI indicators for the 
science performance standards and found mixed indications of student proficiency with no real 
trends or patterns emerging about the state science standards. Overall, this study found that the 
science WKCE proficiencies for all four grades have not increased from 2002 through 2008. 
Because the WKCE data is data about the entire student population in Wisconsin, this finding is 
significant. 
Second, the SEC data shows good statistical alignment between the standards, the 
assessment framework, and WKCE science in all four grades. SEC provided evidence of what is 
being taught in science classrooms around the state through the SEC data maps. 
While the SEC enacted classroom information may not be generalizable to all science 
classrooms in the state, several issues have emerged from this study and are of special note. The 
state science standards and assessment framework place an emphasis on the nature of science 
and science and technology at the perform procedure, communicate understanding, and apply 
information student cognitive levels and this is almost absent in the SEC teacher classroom 
information. Teacher survey data, their enacted curriculum data, show an emphasis on 
measurement and calculation. This same data is not present in the SEC standards and assessment 
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framework visual data. There is visual enacted curriculum data indicating redundancy in science 
concepts from grade to grade. Other enacted curriculum data indicate concept gaps from grade to 
grade. As an example, the natures of science concepts as found in the standards are not 
consistently taught from grade to grade and some content found in the standards are not being 
taught by teachers who responded to the SEC survey. 
Figure 6 is intended to illustrate the overall findings of this study. As this researcher 
began working, it was hoped that the ideal relationship shown in Figure 6 would emerge. But 
that was not the case. This study concludes that the state standards and state assessment system 
have limited influence on the science classrooms in this study. 
Figure 6: Research Findings Map 
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Recommendations: 
While this study showed that there is alignment between the state science standards, the 
state assessment framework, and WKCE. Issues exist between what students should know (the 
standards) and what is being taught in the by the teachers participating in the SEC science 
survey. These findings may be indicative of what is happening in science classrooms around the 
state. It should be noted that it is possible that district curriculum variances are a factor in the 
differences, but by state and federal law students are being assessed on specific science concepts. 
This study indicates that more work can be done in this area through working with districts to 
better align their curriculum to the state standards and assessment framework, and WKCE, 
especially with the districts who participated in the SEC survey activities. 
More attention must be paid to teaching and learning science. More attention must be 
paid to the achievement differences of white students and their ethnic counterparts. And more 
attention must be paid to the impact of the state and federal legislation on science education. 
This researcher plans to use the results of this work in her current position at DPI to 
inform the State Superintendent and others about the data from 2002 to 2008 in this study. The 
data show consequences of science teaching and learning when attention is shifted to only one or 
two subjects. This research will be used to inform the next generation of assessments planned by 
DPI (Evers, 2009) and the proposed development of new science standards. This data will be 
used to guide future professional development, and finally, this data will act as a springboard for 
future research studies to show fidelity of implementation as the standards and assessments are 
redesigned in the next two years. 
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Appendix A 
Table At 
District All Districts 
School All Schools 
Grade Grade 04 
Subject 
Demographic 
WKCE Performance Levels 
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WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
All Students 
Fall 2008 60332 5 18 55 20 
Fall 2007 59988 5 19 56 19 
Fall 2006 59450 5 16 55 22 
Fall 2005 60136 5 15 56 21 
Fall 2004 59867 5 16 57 21 
Fall 2003 61581 3 14 59 21 
Economically Disadvantaged 
Fall 2008 22678 9 30 50 9 
Fall 2007 21698 10 30 50 8 
Fall 2006 20734 10 26 50 9 
Fall 2005 20137 10 26 51 9 
Fall 2004 19961 10 27 50 8 
Fall 2003 19957 6 25 55 9 
lNot Economically Disadvantaged 
Fall 2008 37654 2 12 58 27 
Fall 2007 38290 2 13 59 25 
Fall 2006 38716 2 11 57 29 
Fall 2005 39999 2 10 59 28 
Fall 2004 39906 2 10 60 27 
Fall 2003 41624 1 9 61 27 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE science was given in response to NCLB legislation, thus the separation 
between 2004 & 2005. 
WKCE 
Science 
Test 
Administration 
Table A2 
Fall 2003, District Districts 
Fall 2004, . 
Fall 2005, School All Schools 
Fall 2006, 
Fall 2007, 
Fall 2008 
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Subject Science 
Demographic ~onomic Status 
WKCE Performance Levels 
WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
All Students 
Fall 2008 62238 9 15 46 28 
Fall 2007 64044 9 15 45 28 
Fall 2006 65651 9 15 46 28 
Fall 2005 67003 9 15 45 28 
Fall 2004 68061 9 15 46 27 
Fall 2003 68409 12 16 46 23 
Economically Disadvantaged 
Fall 2008 20667 18 24 42 13 
Fall 2007 20425 19 24 41 13 
Fall 2006 20859 18 24 42 12 
Fall 2005 20162 18 24 41 11 
Fall 2004 19426 21 25 38 10 
Fall 2003 18761 27 25 35 8 
lNot Economically Disadvantaged 
Fall 2008 41571 4 10 49 36 
Fall 2007 43619 5 11 47 36 
Fall 2006 44792 4 11 48 36 
Fall 2005 46841 5 11 48 35 
Fall 2004 48635 4 11 49 34 
Fall 2003 49648 6 13 51 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCIence was gIven III response to NCLB legIslatIon, thus the separatIon 
between 2004 & 2005. 
WKCE 
Science 
Test 
Administration 
Fall 2003, 
Fall 2004, 
Fall 2005, 
Fall 2006, 
Fall 2007, 
Fall 2008 
Table A3 
School All Schools 
Grade Grade 10 ... 
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Subject Science 
Demographic ,Economic St~tus 
WKCE Performance Levels 
WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
All Students 
Fall 2008 68702 16 11 34 37 
Fall 2007 70112 14 11 33 39 
Fall 2006 71709 14 11 35 37 
Fall 2005 72876 16 10 34 36 
Fall 2004 71231 16 10 35 35 
Fall 2003 70543 16 11 36 34 
Economically Disadvantaged 
Fall 2008 19727 31 15 30 18 
Fall 2007 18564 29 16 31 18 
Fall 2006 18393 29 17 31 16 
Fall 2005 17464 33 15 29 15 
Fall 2004 15930 34 14 29 16 
Fall 2003 14552 33 14 29 15 
Not Economically Disadvantaged 
Fall 2008 48975 9 9 35 45 
Fall 2007 51548 9 9 34 46 
Fall 2006 53316 9 10 36 44 
Fall 2005 55412 11 9 36 42 
Fall 2004 55301 11 9 37 41 
Fall 2003 55991 12 10 37 3 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCIence was gIven In response to NCLB legIslatIOn, thus the separatIOn 
between 2004 & 2005. 
WKCE Science 
Test Administration 
Fall 2003, Fall 2004, Fall 
2005, Fall 2006, Fall 
2007, Fall 2008 
Table Hi 
District All Districts 
School All Schools 
Grade IGrad;;o4 ... 1 
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Subject 
Demographic Disability Status 
WKCE Performance Levels 
WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
All Students 
Fall 2008 60332 5 18 55 20 
Fall 2007 59988 5 19 56 19 
Fall 2006 59450 5 16 55 22 
Fall 2005 60136 5 15 56 21 
Fall 2004 59867 5 16 57 21 
Fall 2003 61581 3 14 59 21 
Students with Disabilities 
Fall 2008 8643 9 29 44 8 
Fall 2007 8522 10 29 45 8 
Fall 2006 8327 12 26 45 9 
Fall 2005 8352 12 25 45 9 
Fall 2004 8222 12 26 46 8 
Fall 2003 8382 8 25 51 8 
lNondisabled 
Fall 2008 51689 4 17 57 22 
Fall 2007 51466 4 17 57 21 
Fall 2006 51123 4 14 57 24 
Fall 2005 51784 3 14 58 23 
Fall 2004 51645 4 14 59 23 
Fall 2003 53199 2 12 61 24 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCience was given In response to NCLB legislatIOn, thus the separatIOn 
between 2004 & 2005. 
WKCE Fall 2003, 
Science Fall 2004, 
Fall 2005, 
Fall 2006, 
Test Fall 2007, 
Administration Fall 2008 
Table B2 
District I All Districts 
School All Schools 
Grade Grade 08 
Subject 
Demographic 
WKCE Performance Levels 
55 
WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
All Students 
Fall 2008 62238 9 15 46 28 
Fall 2007 64044 9 15 45 28 
Fall 2006 65651 9 15 46 28 
Fall 2005 67003 9 15 45 28 
Fall 2004 68061 9 15 46 27 
Fall 2003 68409 12 16 46 23 
Students with Disabilities 
Fall 2008 8606 28 24 30 7 
Fall 2007 9213 29 24 29 8 
Fall 2006 9555 29 25 29 7 
Fall 2005 9608 30 25 29 7 
Fall 2004 9841 28 27 29 6 
Fall 2003 9780 36 25 26 5 
Nondisabled 
Fall 2008 53632 6 13 49 32 
Fall 2007 54831 6 14 48 32 
Fall 2006 56096 5 13 49 32 
Fall 2005 57395 5 14 48 31 
Fa~ 58220 6 IJ 49 31 
Fall 2003 58629 8 15 50 26 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCience was given In response to NCLB legislatIOn, thus the separatIOn 
between 2004 & 2005. 
WKCE Fall 2003, 
Science Fall 2004, 
Fall 2005, 
Fall 2006, 
Test Fall 2007, 
Administration Fall 2008 
Table B3 
District All Districts 
School All Schools 
Grade Grade 10 .... 
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Subject Iscience 
Demographic Status 
WKCE Performance Levels 
WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
All Students 
Fall 2008 68702 16 11 34 37 
Fall 2007 70112 14 11 33 39 
Fall 2006 71709 14 11 35 37 
Fall 2005 72876 16 10 34 36 
Fall 2004 71231 16 10 35 35 
Fall 2003 70543 16 11 36 34 
Students with Disabilities 
Fall 2008 9170 43 15 21 9 
Fall 2007 9463 42 16 21 9 
Fall 2006 9761 39 17 24 9 
Fall 2005 9744 44 15 22 7 
Fall 2004 9485 45 13 22 9 
Fall 2003 9243 47 14 21 8 
lNondisabled 
Fall 2008 59532 11 10 36 42 
Fall 2007 60649 10 10 35 43 
Fall 2006 61948 10 11 36 41 
Fall 2005 63132 12 9 36 40 
Fall 2004 61746 12 10 37 39 
Fall 2003 61300 12 10 38 38 
Note: 2005 was the first year of WKCE sCience was given In response to NCLB legislatIOn, thus the separatIOn 
between 2004 & 2005. 
WKCE Science 
Test Administration 
Fall 2003, Fall 2004, Fall 
2005, Fall 2006, Fall 
2007, Fall 2008 
Table Cl 
District All Districts 
School All Schools 
, Grade I Grade 04 3 
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Subject I Science 
Demographic I English Proficiency 
WKCE Performance Levels 
WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
All Students 
Fall 2008 60332 5 18 55 20 
Fall 2007 59988 5 19 56 19 
Fall 2006 59450 5 16 55 22 
Fall 2005 60136 5 15 56 21 
Fall 2004 59867 5 16 57 21 
Fall 2003 61581 3 14 59 21 
English Language Learners 
Fall 2008 4272 9 35 49 3 
Fall 2007 3973 10 35 47 3 
Fall 2006 3959 8 26 47 4 
Fall 2005 3702 6 27 42 4 
Fall 2004 3503 10 30 38 3 
Fall 2003 3317 5 26 47 4 
English Proficient 
Fall 2008 56060 4 17 55 21 
Fall 2007 56015 5 18 56 20 
Fall 2006 55491 5 15 55 23 
Fall 2005 56434 5 15 57 23 
Fall 2004 56364 4 15 58 22 
Fall 2003 58264 3 14 60 22 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCIence was gIven III response to NCLB legIslatIOn, thus the separatIon 
between 2004 & 2005. 
Table C2 
WKCE Fall 2003, District All Districts 
Science Fall 2004, 
Fall 2005, School All Schools 
Fall 2006, Grade I Grade 08 3 
Test Fall 2007, 
Administration Fall 2008 
Subject 
Demographic Proficiency 
WKCE Performance Levels 
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WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
All Students 
Fall 2008 62238 9 15 46 28 
Fall 2007 64044 9 15 45 28 
Fall 2006 65651 9 15 46 28 
Fall 2005 67003 9 15 45 28 
Fall 2004 68061 9 15 46 27 
Fall 2003 68409 12 16 46 23 
English Language Learners 
Fall 2008 3181 23 31 38 4 
Fall 2007 3080 22 30 39 5 
Fall 2006 2882 22 30 32 4 
Fall 2005 2591 18 28 30 4 
Fall 2004 2463 24 28 23 3 
Fall 2003 2288 31 28 18 2 
English Proficient 
Fall 2008 59057 8 14 47 30 
Fall 2007 60964 9 14 46 30 
Fall 2006 62769 8 14 47 29 
Fall 2005 64412 8 15 46 29 
Fall 2004 65598 8 15 47 28 
Fall 2003 66121 11 16 47 24 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCience was given III response to NCLB legislatIOn, thus the separation 
between 2004 & 2005. 
WKCE Fall 2003, 
Science Fall 2004, 
Fall 2005, 
Fall 2006, 
Test Fall 2007, 
Administration Fall 2008 
Table C3 
District I All Districts 
School All Schools 
Grade 
Subject 
Demographic 
Science 
English Proficiency 
WKCE Performance Levels 
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WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
All Students 
Fall 2008 68702 16 11 34 37 
Fall 2007 70112 14 11 33 39 
Fall 2006 71709 14 11 35 37 
Fall 2005 72876 16 10 34 36 
Fall 2004 71231 16 10 35 35 
Fall 2003 70543 16 11 36 34 
English Language Learners 
Fall 2008 2451 46 21 23 4 
Fall 2007 2501 39 20 26 5 
Fall 2006 2506 34 19 24 6 
Fall 2005 2365 35 15 17 4 
Fall 2004 1937 41 12 17 4 
Fall 2003 1672 41 12 14 5 
English Proficient 
Fall 2008 66251 14 10 34 38 
Fall 2007 67611 13 10 33 40 
Fall 2006 69203 13 11 35 38 
Fall 2005 70511 15 10 35 37 
Fall 2004 69294 16 10 35 36 
Fall 2003 68871 16 11 36 35 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE science was given in response to NCLB legislation, thus the separation 
between 2004 & 2005. 
Table Dl 
WKCE Fall 2003, . District Districts 
Science Fall 2004, 
Fall 2005, 
Fall 2006, 
School All Schools 
Test Fall 2007, 
Grade Grade 04 
Administration Fall 2008 
WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal 
All Students 
Fall 2008 60332 5 
Fall 2007 59988 5 
Fall 2006 59450 5 
Fall 2005 60136 5 
Fall 2004 59867 5 
Fall 2003 61581 3 
American Indian/Alaska Native 
Fall 2008 906 7 
Fall 2007 865 7 
Fall 2006 832 6 
Fall 2005 867 7 
Fall 2004 838 4 
Fall 2003 899 3 
Asian/Pacific Islander 
Fall 2008 2216 5 
Fall 2007 2107 4 
Fall 2006 2160 4 
Fall 2005 2269 3 
Fall 2004 2143 6 
Fall 2003 2130 3 
Black, Not of Hispanic Origin 
Fall 2008 6492 16 
Fall 2007 6566 18 
Fall 2006 6469 18 
Fall 2005 6538 19 
Fall 2004 6706 21 
Fall 2003 7248 13 
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Subject 
Demographic 
WKCE Performance Levels 
% Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
18 55 20 
19 56 19 
16 55 22 
15 56 21 
16 57 21 
14 59 21 
26 56 10 
29 54 9 
27 55 11 
25 56 10 
26 59 10 
21 63 11 
24 53 16 
25 52 15 
18 53 17 
22 51 15 
23 51 13 
23 56 14 
38 39 4 
36 39 4 
36 39 4 
34 40 4 
36 37 4 
35 44 6 
Hispanic 
Fall 2008 5431 8 31 51 7 
Fall 2007 5059 9 31 50 6 
Fall 2006 4814 8 25 51 6 
Fall 2005 4539 6 25 50 6 
Fall 2004 4299 9 28 45 6 
Fall 2003 3914 4 22 53 7 
White, Not of Hispanic Origin 
Fall 2008 45286 3 14 58 24 
Fall 2007 45391 3 15 59 23 
Fall 2006 45172 3 12 58 27 
Fall 2005 45922 3 11 59 26 
Fall 2004 45865 2 11 61 25 
Fall 2003 47235 1 10 62 26 
Unreported 
Fall 2008 1 0 0 0 0 
Fall 2007 0 0 0 0 0 
Fall 2006 3 0 0 0 0 
Fall 2005 1 0 0 100 0 
Fall 2004 16 l3 31 31 19 
Fall 2003 155 3 16 59 19 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCIence was gIven In response to NCLB legislation, thus the separation 
between 2004 & 2005. 
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WKCE Fall 2003, District 
Science Fall 2004, 
Fall 2005, 
Fall 2006, 
Test Fall 2007, 
School 
Grade 
Administration Fall 2008 
WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled 
All Students 
Fall 2008 62238 
Fall 2007 64044 
Fall 2006 65651 
Fall 2005 67003 
Fall 2004 68061 
Fall 2003 68409 
American Indian/Alaska Native 
Fall 2008 877 
Fall 2007 949 
Fall 2006 1018 
Fall 2005 1029 
Fall 2004 1053 
Fall 2003 1024 
Asian/Pacific Islander 
Fall 2008 2289 
Fall 2007 2270 
Fall 2006 2358 
Fall 2005 2284 
Fall 2004 2411 
Fall 2003 2332 
Black, Not of Hispanic Origin 
Fall 2008 6539 
Fall 2007 6907 
Fall 2006 6995 
Fall 2005 7285 
Fall 2004 6945 
Fall 2003 7014 
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Table D2 
Districts 
All Schools Subject Science 
rG~;de08 ~l Demographic Ethnicity 
WKCE Performance Levels 
% Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
9 15 46 28 
9 15 45 28 
9 15 46 28 
9 15 45 28 
9 15 46 27 
12 16 46 23 
16 23 43 16 
14 23 45 16 
14 23 47 13 
17 24 43 13 
12 28 48 9 
21 25 42 10 
10 20 47 21 
12 21 44 20 
12 22 44 18 
10 24 43 17 
14 28 39 14 
21 27 35 13 
28 28 34 7 
29 29 31 5 
29 29 31 5 
30 30 29 4 
37 29 25 4 
44 27 22 3 
Hispanic 
Fall 2008 4563 18 25 42 11 
Fall 2007 4250 17 25 42 11 
Fall 2006 4217 17 25 42 9 
Fall 2005 3988 17 26 39 8 
Fall 2004 3739 20 23 36 8 
Fall 2003 3429 24 25 33 6 
White, Not of Hispanic Origin 
Fall 2008 47970 5 11 49 33 
Fall 2007 49665 5 12 48 34 
Fall 2006 51059 5 12 48 34 
Fall 2005 52415 5 12 48 33 
Fall 2004 53895 4 12 50 32 
Fall 2003 54393 7 14 51 27 
Unreported 
Fall 2008 0 0 0 0 0 
Fall 2007 3 0 0 67 0 
Fall 2006 4 0 0 25 25 
Fall 2005 2 50 0 0 0 
Fall 2004 18 11 22 50 17 
Fall 2003 217 16 22 39 18 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCience was given In response to NCLB legislatIOn, thus the separatIOn 
between 2004 & 2005. 
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Table D3 
WKCE Fall 2003, '--1 ------1 District All Districts ~ 
Science Fall 2004, 
Fall 2005, 
Fall 2006, 
Test Fall 2007, 
School All Schools 
Grade Grade 10 
Administration Fall 2008 
WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal 
All Students 
Fall 2008 68702 16 
Fall 2007 70112 14 
Fall 2006 71709 14 
Fall 2005 72876 16 
Fall 2004 71231 16 
Fall 2003 70543 16 
American Indian/Alaska Native 
Fall 2008 1061 26 
Fall 2007 1042 25 
Fall 2006 1081 22 
Fall 2005 1043 26 
Fall 2004 1034 30 
Fall 2003 998 29 
Asian/Pacific Islander 
Fall 2008 2481 19 
Fall 2007 2384 19 
Fall 2006 2591 20 
Fall 2005 2582 24 
Fall 2004 2369 28 
Fall 2003 2285 27 
Black, Not of Hispanic Origin 
Fall 2008 6489 49 
Fall 2007 6519 46 
Fall 2006 6565 48 
Fall 2005 6642 54 
Fall 2004 6130 52 
Fall 2003 5851 48 
Hispanic 
Subject 
Demographic 
WKCE Performance Levels 
% Basic % Proficient 
11 34 
11 33 
11 35 
10 34 
10 35 
11 36 
17 33 
16 32 
18 37 
16 33 
15 30 
16 34 
15 36 
16 36 
17 34 
14 30 
15 31 
14 32 
16 20 
17 21 
18 18 
13 17 
14 20 
14 20 
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% Advanced 
37 
39 
37 
36 
35 
34 
20 
22 
18 
17 
20 
16 
27 
25 
21 
21 
21 
22 
7 
7 
6 
5 
6 
5 
Fall 2008 4186 33 17 31 14 
Fall 2007 3996 31 18 31 14 
Fall 2006 3782 29 17 31 12 
Fall 2005 3552 30 16 27 11 
Fall 2004 3301 32 14 27 l3 
Fall 2003 3115 34 l3 25 12 
White, Not of Hispanic Origin 
Fall 2008 54483 10 9 35 43 
Fall 2007 56162 9 9 35 45 
Fall 2006 57688 9 10 37 43 
Fall 2005 59050 10 9 37 42 
Fall 2004 58363 11 10 37 41 
Fall 2003 58010 11 10 38 39 
Unreported 
Fall 2008 2 0 0 50 0 
Fall 2007 9 22 22 33 11 
Fall 2006 2 0 0 100 0 
Fall 2005 7 14 0 29 14 
Fall 2004 34 35 18 32 15 
Fall 2003 284 22 14 33 24 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCience was given III response to NCLB legislation, thus the separatIOn 
between 2004 & 2005. 
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WKCE Fall 2003, 
Science Fall 2004, 
Fall 2005, 
Fall 2006, 
Test Fall 2007, 
Administration Fall 2008 
Table El 
District Districts 
School All Schools 
Grade Grade 04 
Subject 
Demographic 
WKCE Performance Levels 
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WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
All Students 
Fall 2008 60332 5 18 55 20 
Fall 2007 59988 5 19 56 19 
Fall 2006 59450 5 16 55 22 
Fall 2005 60136 5 15 56 21 
Fall 2004 59867 5 16 57 21 
Fall 2003 61581 3 14 59 21 
Female 
Fall 2008 29310 4 19 56 20 
Fall 2007 29227 5 19 57 18 
Fall 2006 29017 5 17 56 21 
Fall 2005 29179 5 16 58 20 
Fall 2004 29093 5 17 58 18 
Fall 2003 30108 3 15 62 19 
Male 
Fall 2008 31019 5 18 54 20 
Fall 2007 30761 5 19 54 20 
Fall 2006 30430 5 15 54 23 
Fall 2005 30957 5 15 55 23 
Fall 2004 30766 4 14 56 23 
Fall 2003 31404 3 13 57 24 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCIence was gIven III response to NCLB legIslatIOn, thus the separatIOn 
between 2004 & 2005. 
Table E2 
WKCE Fall 2003, District Districts 
Science Fall 2004, 
Fall 2005, 
Fall 2006, 
Test Fall 2007, 
School All Schools 
Grade Grade 08 
Administration Fall 2008 
WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal 
All Students 
Fall 2008 62238 9 
Fall 2007 64044 9 
Fall 2006 65651 9 
Fall 2005 67003 9 
Fall 2004 68061 9 
Fall 2003 68409 12 
Female 
Fall 2008 30323 7 
Fall 2007 31314 9 
Fall 2006 31773 8 
Fall 2005 32443 8 
Fall 2004 32885 9 
Fall 2003 33328 12 
Male 
Fall 2008 31915 10 
Fall 2007 32730 10 
Fall 2006 33875 9 
Fall 2005 34558 9 
Fall 2004 35170 9 
Fall 2003 35028 12 
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Subject I Science 
r--------------~----_, 
Demographic 
WKCE Performance Levels 
% Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
15 46 28 
15 45 28 
15 46 28 
15 45 28 
15 46 27 
16 46 23 
16 49 26 
16 48 25 
15 49 26 
17 48 25 
17 49 23 
18 49 20 
14 44 30 
14 42 31 
14 43 30 
14 43 30 
14 44 31 
15 44 26 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCience was given III response to NCLB legislatIOn, thus the separatIOn 
between 2004 & 2005. 
WKCE Fall 2003, 
Science Fall 2004, 
Fall 2005, 
Fall 2006, 
Test Fall 2007, 
Administration Fall 2008 
Table E3 
District All Districts 
School All Schools 
Grade 
Subject 
Demographic 
WKCE Performance Levels 
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WKCE Test # FAY Enrolled % Minimal % Basic % Proficient % Advanced 
All Students 
Fall 2008 68702 16 11 34 37 
Fall 2007 70112 14 11 33 39 
Fall 2006 71709 14 11 35 37 
Fall 2005 72876 16 lO 34 36 
Fall 2004 71231 16 10 35 35 
Fall 2003 70543 16 11 36 34 
Female 
Fall 2008 33381 16 12 37 33 
Fall 2007 34192 14 12 37 34 
Fall 2006 34866 14 l3 38 32 
Fall 2005 35811 17 12 36 32 
Fall 2004 34750 17 12 38 30 
Fall 2003 34434 16 12 39 30 
Male 
Fa112008 35321 16 9 30 41 
Fa112007 35920 15 9 29 43 
Fall 2006 36843 14 10 32 41 
Fall 2005 37062 15 9 32 40 
Fall 2004 36472 . 15 9 32 41 
Fall 2003 36025 16 10 33 38 
Note: 2005 was the first year ofWKCE sCience was given In response to NCLB legislation, thus the separation 
between 2004 & 2005. 
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Table Fl 
WKCE Science 
WKCE - Grade 4 - SCIENCE 
Advanced + Proficient 
All Students Trend Data 
Entire State: (All School 
Types) 
Enrolled Advanced + Proficient Total 
Oct. 1997 63,182 64% 
Feb. 1999 64,207 87% 
Feb. 2000 64,802 87% 
Feb. 2001 64,103 72% 
Feb. 2002 63,404 77% 
Nov. 2002* 62,390 77% 
Nov. 2003 61,581 80.8% 
Nov. 2004 59,867 77.5% 
Nov. 2005 60,136 77.5% 
Nov. 2006 59,450 76.9% 
Nov. 2007 60,081 74.4% 
Nov. 2008 60,332 75.1% 
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Table F2 
WKCE Science 
WKCE - Grade 8 - SCIENCE 
Advanced + Proficient 
All Students Trend Data 
Entire State: (All School 
Types) 
Enrolled Advanced + Proficient Total 
Oct. 1997 66,305 56% 
Feb. 1999 68,149 66% 
Feb. 2000 67,387 68% 
Feb. 2001 66,9l3 62% 
Feb. 2002 66,206 60% 
Nov. 2002* 67,527 74% 
Nov. 2003 68,409 69.3% 
Nov. 2004 68,061 73.3% 
Nov. 2005 67,003 73.3% 
Nov. 2006 65,651 74.1% 
Nov. 2007 64,154 73.6% 
Nov. 2008 62,238 74.7% 
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Table F3 
WKCE Science 
WKCE - Grade 10 - SCIENCE. 
Advanced + Proficient 
All Students Trend Data 
Entire State: (All School 
Types) 
Enrolled Advanced + Proficient Total 
Oct. 1997 69,660 43% 
Feb. 1999 69,586 50% 
Feb. 2000 69,106 53% 
Feb. 2001 71,834 55% 
Feb. 2002 71,416 48% 
Nov. 2002* 71,678 69% 
Nov. 2003 70,543 69.7% 
Nov. 2004 71,231 70.4% 
Nov. 2005 72,876 69.9% 
Nov. 2006 71,709 71.3% 
Nov. 2007 70,185 71.7% 
Nov. 2008 68,702 70.9% 
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Grade 4 Science Assessment Framcwork and Grade 4 WKCE Science Asscssmcnt 
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Figure HI 
Grade 8 Science Assessment Framework lind Grade 8 Science Standllrds 
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Figurc 8 2 
Grade 8 Scicnce Assessment FramcwOI'k and Grade 8 WKCE Science Assessment 
~ Science Content 
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Figure C I 
G rade 10 Science Assessment Fl'amework and Grade 10 Science Standards 
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Figure C2 
Grade 10 Science Assessment Framework and G rade 10 WKCE Science Assessment 
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